
GREAT PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAYS

Photo essays are a great way to challenge your creative photography skills and fully explore your subject. Read our 17
photo essay examples to get started!.

The best way you can connect your photo essay with its audience is to draw out the emotions within the story
and utilize them in your shots. A photo series by Thomas R. By Katharine Schwab 5 minute Read
Photography gives us a window into another world. Give your photo essay a title, and add a concise written
statement. Is the drama production an effort to bring the student body together? Edit your photo selection.
Whether you are an amateur or a professional, the photo essay is a brilliant way to bring your images to life
and touch your family, friends, and coworkers. All of these factors will help you in planning out the type of
shots you set up for your story. In the last twenty years, video and film have become the predominant forms of
modern storytelling. Tweet Photo by Wave Lachish People take photos of things they care about and want to
remember. Such a work may also fall in the category of mixed media. Can the photos stand alone, without
written words, and tell the story you set out to? A series by Robert Zhao Renhui documents this artificial
engineering , from the Rainbow Star Warrior fish which was dyed bright colors to make it more appealing to
customers, to artificial grapes made of gelatin, grape flavor, and food coloring. A good method to use to cull
your images down is to remove as many as half of your images straight away to see if your narrative is still as
strong with fewer photos. Rose Marie Cromwell finds his face commercialised on posters, murals, statuettes,
and Coke bottles. Positions Taken Collaborating with a group of men from the Fordham section of the Bronx,
Dru Donovan stages a series of photographs that take his subjects back to scenes of encounters they have had
with the NYPD. An impacting photo story can only be developed by skillful photographers who understand
the emotions and concepts behind ever-great story. What Makes a Photo Essay Unforgettable? Is the newborn
the first son of a wealthy family on whom the family legacy will continue? Used by world class
photojournalists such as Lauren Greenfield and James Nachtwey, and Joachim Ladefoged to name a few, the
photo essay takes the same story telling techniques as a normal essay, translated into visual images. Photo
essays can showcase any topic, from nature photography to portraiture to wedding shots. All you need is a bit
of photographic technique, some creativity, and a lot of heart.


